Page by Page Help
Ansel & Clair Adventures in Africa

Log-in Screen

Add a new user to start exploring.
The program lets you store up to 4
players and remembers the
achievements of each

If you have already created
a user, touch your user
icon to start exploring. Or
add a new user
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Meet ansel and clair

Clair, Ansel’s brilliant
companion, is a Virtoid,
or Virtoosian robot

Arrange the pictures
you take in Ansel’s
Travel Log

Tracker shows all
the objects that
have interactions

Touch and drag
Ansel’s VirtooCAM
(camera) to take
photographs

Ansel’s backpack
contains his
VirtooCAM (camera),
Travel Log and Tracker

Ansel is an intergalactic
travel photographer
from the planet Virtoos

Ansel and Clair’s spaceship,
Marley Peterson or Marley
for short
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Spinning globe

Ansel and Clair
hover over
Earth looking
for Africa

Tap on Africa
to begin
exploring

Tap on oceans and
continents to learn
their names

Spin the globe by swiping it
with your finger; Swipe faster
to make it spin faster
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Overview of africa

Touch information icon to access:
• Home to return to user login screen
• Settings to delete users & adjust volume
• Help for page by page help
• About to learn about Cognitive Kid

Touch and drag Marley Peterson to
explore different parts of Africa:
• Nile
• Sahara (two scenes)
• Serengeti (two scenes)
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scenes within sahara and serengeti

Touch and
drag the
clouds to
switch from
wet season to
dry season

Touch and
drag the sun
and moon to
switch from
day scene to
night scene
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Navigation of screens
Touch Marley to
return to main
Overview of
Africa scene
Red lights indicate the
number of missing
Marley parts. Lights
turn blue once missing
parts are found. Find
all parts so Ansel and
Clair can fly home

Touch information icon to access:
• Home to return to user login screen
• Settings to delete users and adjust volume
• Help for page by page help
• About to learn about Cognitive Kid

Touch backpack icon to access:
• VirtooCAM (camera)
• Travel Log to record pictures
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Choosing an item within a scene

Touch tracker icon to
explore specific items
within a scene

Once interaction is complete,
tracker icon changes to
completed check mark
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Using zoom feature

Touch zoom plus icon to magnify
interaction and observe images
more closely

Touch stop
icon to stop
interactions

Touch zoom minus
icon to return to the
full screen view
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Other options within an item
Touch exit icon to
return to the main
scene

Touch zoom icon to
magnify interaction

Touch play icon to
resume interaction

Touch Marley icon to
return to Overview of
Africa scene

Touch Travel Log
icon to open
travel log

Touch backpack
icon to display
Travel Log and
Camera icons

Touch camera
icon to take
pictures
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Using ansel’s camera

Move camera and viewfinder
changes color to green when
picture can be taken

Press green button
to take pictures

Press red
button to exit
camera mode
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Puzzle and clairvision icons

Touch the puzzle icon to
play game or puzzle

Touch the bulb (also called
ClairVision) icon to learn
more about specific topics
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Ansel’s travel log
Touch the “X” icon
to close the Travel
Log and return to
the last scene

Pictures taken
from the Nile,
Sahara and
Serengeti scenes
are in the panel
on the right

Turn the Travel Log pages
by touching the page.
There are pages for Nile,
Sahara and Serengeti

Match the drawing on the
Travel Log with the
picture you are placing to
find. Then, drag and drop
picture into drawing
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Pyramid treasure hunt
Door to the central
chamber is closed till all
the other treasures have
been recovered

Touch “X” icon to
exit and return to
Nile Valley

Goal:
Collect all the artifacts
including the Pharaoh’s mask
and return them to the
people of Egypt.
How to play:
Guide Ansel’s spaceship,
Marley through the maze by
tilting the iPhone.
Avoid falling through trap
doors. Marley teleports back
at the top if you fall through a
trap door
Collect all artifacts before
time runs out to open the
door to the central chamber
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Frog life-cycle puzzle
Touch “X” icon to exit
and return to Nile Valley

Goal:
Learn about
metamorphosis and
the different stages in
a frog’s life cycle
How to play:
Touch and drag the
various stages in a
frog’s life cycle into
the circles starting
with the eggs stage
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Fur ball-a-tor
Keep track of the number of
animals that got their fur back

Touch “X” icon to exit and
return to Serengeti Valley

Watch the color and
texture of the fur ball
that is about to fall
from the Fur Ball‐a‐tor
machine
Touch and drag the
correct animal to the
pedestal , and watch it
get its fur back
Keep track of the time available to
help animals to get their fur back
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Sahara maze
Touch and drag the animal mothers to the
right animal babies. The desert is hot, so
remember to stay in the shade. The flashing
dots in the shade will help you find your path

Help the mothers by dragging them
to their food. See how the babies
follow the mothers. Remember to
stay cool by walking in the shade

Touch “X” icon to
exit and return to
Serengeti Valley
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Clock puzzle
Drag the numbers to their correct
location on the clock face

Touch “X” icon to exit
and return to Nile Valley
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